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1. So long as the surface of a fluid, as well as the direction of the wind, are perfectly horizontal, 
there is no doubt that the fluid can persist in this state; when however this condition is disturbed 
by some force, it certainly can happen, that the fluid could attain another level of equilibrium 
with the wind.  Therefore, whatever figure type these accidents to the wind should induce in the 
fluid by whatever chance, this is here set forth to be specified. 
 
2. So, above the horizontal axis  let the curved figure  be represented  (Fig. 1)2, to which the 
fluid is pushed by the action of the wind striking against a horizontal direction , which may 
remain at rest, and also be taken above the line of 
the vertical  the abscissa  = , to which 
corresponds the applied  = 	 and the arc 
 = 
, and point  is raised to the highest surface 
of the fluid; where, since the fluid is supposed to 
be in equilibrium, its pressure at the element 
	 = 
 will be due to the height  = , 
certainly the quantity of pressure = 
, or if 
leveled by a weight, which is taken as a column of the same fluid, pressed on base 
, whose 
height will be =  ; the true direction of its pressure will be the line  normal to the curve at 
the point . 
 
3. Now set the wind velocity = , so that  be the distance,  that the wind traverses after each 
second, which direction  then falls upon the element 	 = 
 and the angle 	, whose sine 
is = . But now, if  indicates the height of fall of a weight in one second, that velocity of the 
wind will be due the height /43. Whence, if the wind were to strike the element 	 directly, 
its force would effectively equal to the weight of a column of air, whose base = 
, its height 
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 Note that the axes of the usual Cartesian coordinate system had been interchanged; here, abscissa  is vertical, with 
its origin in  (not in ), and the ordinate 	 is horizontal. 
3
 The generating height 
 of which the velocity is  is given by 
 = /2, where  = 32/
 is gravity. A body freely 
falling from rest completes 16 . in the first second; hence   =  16 . Therefore: 
 =  = 

!" = 

#!. 
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however = /4, so that if the specific gravity of the fluid to the air were just as  to 1, the 
weight of the column, reduced to the mass of the fluid, will be = !$"  4. 
 
4. Things hold in this way if the wind falls perpendicularly; on the other hand, in the case that it 
strikes at an angle, whose sine is = , then according to the accepted common opinion that 
force must dimish in ratio to the square of the sine of the angle of incidence
5
, such that the total 
force of the wind would be  

!$" ∙ 

 = 

!$", whose direction will be the line &, parallel to the 
normal curve, but directed to the inside; so that it is clear, that the fluid can stand still, if this 
force is equal to the force previously defined, applied to the exterior according to ; so on 
account of this matter appears this equation:  
 = !$"; and it is with this equation that the 
nature of the curve , which the fluid can conserve under the action of the wind, will be 
determined. 
 
5. So, from here, the equation relating the abscissa  =  and the arc  = 
 is easily deduced, 
namely 
 

 = !$" ; hence, 
 = √$" ; 
 
and therefore, upon integrating, 
 = √√$", such that the arc  be proportional to the square 
root of the abscissa; whence it is clear that this curve will be a cycloid. But if we wish to 
introduce into the calculation the application of  = 	, then on account of 
 =  + 	 
we shall have this equation: 	 = ) !$" − 1 . Putting here !$" = 2+, so that it produces 
	 = ),-  , or 	 =  
.,-/
√,-, whose integral is  
 
	 = √2+ −  + 0  ,√,- 6      or     	 = √2+ −  + + 
1 √
,-
, , 
 
which is a very familiar property of the cycloid. 
 
6. Since here the letter + express the radius of the circle of this cycloid, its total height will be = 2+. 
Therefore, because we have set 2+ = !$", the total height of this cycloid will be !$"; to regard 
an example, if the wind velocity be 32 feet per second, and  be = 16 ., and for water be 
taken  = 800, the height of this cycloid will be 456. Here it is rightly understood, that the water 
in this situation cannot stand, unless it be restrained with a firm wall at , so that it cannot 
flow.  
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7. However, according to experiments recently instituted, it has been discovered that the action of 
the fluids is to recede more in accordance with the ratio of the square of the sine of the angle of 
incidence, where that angle is smaller, and when the minimum angles are approached, to 
approximate as a simple ratio
7
; consider also this hypothesis, that the impulse of the wind along 
& be = !$"  , whence it arises this equation: 
 = !$" , or 
 = !$" 8, so that  = !$"; 
this is a constant quantity. 
 
8. So now, with respect to the curve which is to be known, through the highest part of the fluid  
may be guided the horizontal 8, through which, from , is conducted the tangent 9, and from 
this place in the direction of  the 
perpendicular 9:, and from  the 
perpendicular ;	 9, such that on that 
account the triangles 9: and 	; will be 
similar; the tangent itself 9 =  , which 
consequently, since it be equated to a 
constant quantity, indicates that curve to be 
a tractrix 
10
, which becomes visible, if in the 
string 9, whose length = !$", one 
extremity 9 is conducted through the horizontal 8, while the other extremity  is connected to 
a particle, which  is dragged slowly on the plane. Whence it is clear, that the highest point A is 
itself driven away to the left to infinity; therefore, the beginning of this curve will be , where 
the tangent 8 is vertical = !$". 
 
9.  But if now for this curve, in place of 
 we write = + 	, then appears the equation 
= + 	 = !$"  = >, having set !$" = >, so that > exhibits the length of the pulled 
string, whence is deduced 	 =  √>> − , in which equation, having set √>> −  = ?, so 
that  = >> − ?? and  = − @@AA-@@, it transforms into this: 	 = − @@@AA-@@ = ? − AA@AA-@@; then 
integrating, 	 = ? − 4 >B AC@A-@ ; consequently, 
 
	 = D + √>> −  − 4 > B AC√AA-A-√AA- 11. 
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Whence it exposes, supposing = 0 , it will be that 	 = D + > B∞, where is recognized the point 
 elongated to the left at infinity. 
 
10. Now let us combine these two hypothesis, so that we may come near enough to the truth, let 
the true angle of incidence be set  = ∅; set the impulse of the wind to be proportional to this 
formula: .1 − G/
1∅ + G
1∅, where G is sufficiently small. Hence, for instance, when 
∅ differs little from a right angle, so that 
1∅ = 1, this formula will give 1. But if on the contrary, 
the angle ∅ be very small, so that 
1∅ vanish in front of 
1∅, the impulse will follow the 
simple calculation G
1∅. Therefore, in our case, with 
1∅ = , the force originated from the 
wind  will be  

!$" H.1 − G/ 

 + G I = 
 12, from which having set !$" = 2+, our equation 
will be 

, = .1 − G/ 

 + G, therefore, 

, = .1 − G/ + G
, which, setting 

 = J, is changed to this: KK, = 1 − G + GJ, from which is deduced  = ,.4-LCLK/KK .  
Therefore, with 
 = 0 J = J − 0 J , we will have 0 J = −2.1 − G/ ,K − 2G+ BJ, and 
thus, since the abscissa  defined with our variable J, from which likewise the arc 
 is also 
expressed, being 
 = 2+G + !,.4-L/K − 2+G BJ. 
 
11. But if we desire the equation between  and 	, we put 	 = N and on account of 
 =
=1 + NN, our equation will be .4COO/, = 1 − G + G=1 + NN; whence it is deduced 
 = ,.4-L/4COO + ,L=4COO; then certainly 	 = 0 N = N − 0 N. Therefore, with 0 N = D +
2+.1 − G/ + N + 2+G B .N + =1 + NN/, it is revealed that both coordinates  and 	 are 
expressed by the same third variable N. 
 
12. From the preceding it is also revealed, that if G = 0, the curve will be a Cycloid; however, if 
G = 1, then a Tractrix appears, so that the curve, which we are about to obtain, possesses 
something between a Cycloid and a Tractrix, whose highest point will be where N = ∞; and the   
will be = 0 and 	 = −∞; therefore, with respect to our curve, it will follow the characteristics of 
a Tractrix. Consequently, the lowest point will be found where N = 0, being in this case 
 = 2+ = !$" and 	 = D. In this way, the entire curve will differ not greatly from the 
characteristics of a Tractrix, immediately when G takes a value greater than zero. It is also 
observed that such value can be assigned to the letter G, even if hardly any go astray from the 
truth. In fact, when experiments with this objective are put into place, the value of G itself differs 
not greatly from 
4
! or 
4
5. But although we paid no mind to motion, from here it is not at all 
obscurely understood, the manner in which water can be raised to a higher level by the wind. 
Nevertheless it seems hardly to be hoped, that such a Theory as the above can be advanced to 
the motion of fluid. 
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